




LOCATION





SOPOT

Sopot its a summer capital of Poland.

A beautiful seaside city offers wide sandy

beaches, water sports, lots of green parks

and brilliant diversity of entertainment

for tourists of all ages.

N E A R B Y

• Europe’s longest wooden pier

• Bohaterów Monte Cassino Street

• Crooked Little House

• National Art Gallery

• Sopot’s Museum







ROOMS





An elegant 25m² park-side room is

enchanting with its simple yet classic

design style.

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar



A sophisticated 25m² sea-side elegantly

styled room is entrancing

with its functionality and a stunning

view.

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar



A luxurious 30m² sea-side or park-side

captivating room boasts elegant

interiors with vivid additions.

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar



A spacious 40m² sea-side

or park-side suite. With its elegant

interior design guests can relax in.

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar



A luxurious 55m² sea-side suite 

features two bathrooms, a bedroom 

and a living room. 

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar



A famous 110m² suite, named after

Charles de Gaulle with antique furniture

and 1967 original mirrors in gilded

frames. Fidel Castro, Marlene Dietrich

or Prince are among prominent guests

who stayed there.

ROOM FEATURES

- LED TV

- Workspace

- coffee and tea making facilities

- complimentary mineral water

- safe and air conditioning

- high-speed Internet access

- comfortable MyBed™ bed

- minibar

- terrace overlooking the sea



RESTAURANT & BAR



A refined taste of Polish cuisine with

seafood, fish and regional products will

stimulate your senses while listening

to the sound of waves. Inspiring

interiors and a beautiful sea view,

create a magnificent ambiance during

an exquisite dinner at the Grand Blue

restaurant.



Signature, exquisite cocktails, a wide

range of drinks and snacks taste best

on Friday, Saturday and Sunday

evenings while listening to live music.

The historic bar interiors, its unique

ambiance, style and a great

atmosphere offer an elegant

environment designed for relaxation

and comfort.



GRAND SPA



PRESENTATION NAME / DATEP.20



Situated on the seashore, our Grand

SPA is a captivating place committed

to the highest quality to guarantee an

out of this world experience. We offer

unique, effective, health and beauty

treatments, that take care of your

perfect well-being. Beautiful views

from our swimming pool, of the sea

and the pier will allow you to unwind

and soothe your senses surrounded

by the crashing sea waves and sea

breeze.



CONFERENCE 

CENTER
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CONFERENCE 

CENTER



At Sofitel Grand Sopot you can

organize a party, conference, meeting

or event tailored to your needs.

The 5 elegant conference rooms

in the hotel perfectly complement

any event.

The Ballroom with capacity

for up to 280 people, is the most

prestigious venue in Sopot’s Grand,

perfect to host wedding receptions

or gala ceremonies.



Helsinki meeting room with

a charming sea view allows

conducting your meetings with a hint

of a seaside vibe. Stockholm

and Copenhagen are ready to host

your conference, especially as they

can be combined to meet specific

capacity requirements.

Oslo boardroom presents a refined

space for exclusive small business

meetings for fewer participants.

MEETING ROOM AREA (m
2
) LENGHT (m) WIGTH (m) HEIGHT (m) CLASSROOM THEATRE U-SHAPE BOARD BANQUET COCTAIL

Ballroom 250 17,77 13,66 7 130 240 60 60 150 290

Helsinki 75 8,63 7,97 2,3 35 60 30 24 30 50

Oslo  48 8,59 5,44 3,9 14

Copenhagen 31 7,52 4,86 2,3 9 25 9 8 - -

Stockholm 46 7,52 4,86 2,3 15 35 15 12 - -

Copenhagen +

Stockholm

77 13,35 4,86 2,3 24 60 21 18 40 70



12/14 Powstancow Warszawy Street

81-718 Sopot, Poland


